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Thanks for our message. I admire your tenacity over ElVi theory which I'm
sure keeps your brairr firing away. I have never met Alex Yakovlev and
had not even heard of him until maybe 6 months ago I came across his
Phil Trans paper with its fulsorne references to the work of you and your
colleagues. Following our strenuous but unsuccessful efforts many years
ago to resolve the difference between us, I am however not at all
attracted by the idea of revisiting theml

In the past fevu months the "standard" EM theory that you dislike I have
been applying to compute the energy loss experienced by a fast electron
beam. This travels in the z direction and is highly focused to about
0.2nm in the x-y plane, wlren it passes just outside a dielectric
materiai. This theory gives a very g,;od account of many experirnental
observations. Of course by some arnazing fiuke it may still succeed when
built on a foundation that you believe tc be incorrect but so far I am
not convinced.

You may recall that long ago I encouraged youi to get your ideas
published in Fhysics Education in the guise of a challenge to the
teaching of Eh/!. I shared some of your disappaintment and frustration
when, after accepting it, they pulleC out frorn publication. At least
Yakovlev has now managecl to get some account of your tlreory pubiished in
the scientific literature and we can await reactions. I am not too
confident that nruch will emerge however since the serious readership of
most published papers is now close to zer<1. Most paper$ or now read by
bots as i discovereci when a paper I recerntiy submitted to
Ultrarnicroscopy was accepted. Vt/ithin a feur hours (while it was still
listed as an on-line paper in the publicaticrr pipeline) I got first an
email frorn some orEanisation telling rne that a nr;mber of people hacl
alreadr/ consulted my paper and that I could finC out who they were by
signing up with therrr. Fiarrl on he heels of this came a second message
offering for sale a mug on whir:h the first page of mv paper rvoulci be
printedl

Best wishes,

Archie. ,ar?"

Fri, lVlar 2*, 1*:*S
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Prof. A Howie

to me

Dear lvor,
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